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Abstract 

Networks of chemical reactions represent relationships between molecules within chemical 

supply chains and promise to enhance planning of multi-step synthesis routes from bio-

renewable feedstocks. This study aims to identify strategic molecules in chemical reaction 

networks that may potentially play a significant role within the future circular economy. We 

mine Reaxys®† database in order to assemble a network of chemical reactions. We describe 

molecules within the network by a portfolio of graph theoretical features, and identify 

strategic molecules with an isolation forest search algorithm. In this work we have identified 

a list of potential strategic molecules and indicated possibilities for reaction planning using 

these. This is exemplified by a potential supply chain of functional molecules from bio-waste 

streams that could be used as feedstocks without being converted to syngas. This work 

extends the methodology of analysis of reaction networks to the generic problem of 

development of new reaction pathways based on novel feedstocks.  
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1. Introduction 

The development of greener and more sustainable processes has been a major focus of 

research and industrial activities in process development due to a number of important 

reasons: realisation of the contribution of industry on the increase of atmospheric carbon 

dioxide (CO2), the depletion of reserves of fossil feedstocks, and increasing problems with 

waste management.1,2 A key concept for the future sustainable society is the development of 

circular industrial structures2–9 which requires the integration of waste process streams as 

feedstocks.10–12 This results in feedstock components that are both new to the supply chain, 

and are highly functionalised. Provided we can solve the problem of separation of waste 

product streams, the remaining important question is where best to add these molecules into 

the current and the emerging circular industrial systems.  

 

We recognize two common approaches to answer this question. First, is to focus on specific 

direct chemical transformation steps on the feedstock. Previous works have investigated, for 

example, valorisation of crude-glycerol,13 conversion of lignocellulosic materials,14 or 

hydration reactions on crude sulphate turpentine (CST) components,15 among many others. 

The investigations of transformations of specific feedstocks into specific potential platform 

molecules can be exemplified by the extension of the work on 5-hydroxymethylfurfural 

(HMF), a molecule derivable from dehydration of fructose, to proposals of new functional 

platform molecules derived from HMF, such as its cyclopentanone derivatives.16 The second 

approach is to follow a more product orientated approach. For instance, Couto gave an 

overview on the production of industrially relevant metabolites from biological waste,17 

Ravindran et al. outlined the utilisation of vegetable pomace to secondary use,18 and Van Dyk 

et al. described compositions of food wastes, valuable compounds and potential products.19 

Both approaches are reasonable with regard to the specific feedstock, but neither consider 

whole supply chains, nor define precise criteria for these integration points. Without the 

consideration of the whole supply chain we are unlikely to answer which transformations and 

reaction pathways have a chance of being practically implemented. 

 

More recently, analysis of reaction networks gained importance in this field. The analysis 

evaluates best multi-step synthesis alternatives for novel feedstocks. For instance, Zhang et 

al. investigated reaction networks for the evaluation of biomass-derived polymers.20 Further, 
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a network-based route evaluation for bio-fuel was performed by Ulonska et al. and later 

extended with the considerations of supply chain and multi-product decisions.21,22 These 

studies pave the way for the consideration of bio-based feedstocks in extended reaction 

chains. However, the built networks are relatively small and focused on specific applications. 

They represent the specific problem sets well, but seem less suitable for considerations of 

whole supply chains or combined branches of industry. Thus, a model built for a larger 

chemical space appears more applicable.  

 

An abstraction of all known organic synthesis, the Network of Organic Chemistry (NOC), was 

previously introduced by multiple works in Grzybowskis group23–26 and described as the 

“Chemical Internet”. Its components are nodes, which represent molecules, and edges, that 

show chemical reactions from one molecule to another. It consists of a core, a periphery, and 

unconnected islands. From a statistical perspective, the NOC is similar to other real-world 

networks.27 When combined with heuristics, the algorithmic assembly of process routes and 

evaluation of specific ranking criteria was shown to be useful in multi-objective decision 

making on the potential process alternatives.28 Our hypothesis is that a NOC can be used to 

identify suitable locations, i.e., suitable molecules, in the overall supply chains to introduce 

the molecular structures available in bio-waste feedstocks.  

 

One way to integrate a bio-feedstock into chemical supply chains is through production of 

bulk chemicals or of molecules easily transformable into bulk chemicals.29–31 However, a 

wrong choice may lead to system-level problems, such as incompatibility of scales (availability 

of feed vs demand for bulk chemicals), increased demand for ‘waste’ triggering increased 

production of other materials, and so on. Another option is to synthesise molecules that can 

be used in especially short multi-step reactions,24,32 that is to directly access complex 

molecular functionality from bio-feedstocks and avoiding building it up in the conventional 

petrochemical supply chain. Both possibilities may ensure a high contribution of the bio-

based molecules in the overall chemical supply chain. Either way, we can say that a bio-

feedstock should enter a reaction network in an optimal location - be transformed into 

strategic molecules.  
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There are some works that regard the importance of such molecules in reaction systems. 

Welsch et al. and Schneider et al. describe the advantage of designing drug compounds from 

certain molecular frameworks, which they describe as privileged scaffolds.33,34 The molecular 

frameworks are formed of geometries, which are suitable to be coupled with side chains. The 

final product may then bind to target proteins. The suitability of a scaffold is determined in 

two ways: it is either based on the promiscuity of the most observed scaffolds, which is 

expressed as Shannon entropy, or it is based on the maximal information content. These 

scaffolds are stressed for the development of biomedical applications.33,34 In a very different 

approach, Aden et al., inspired by the petrochemical industry, focus their work on bio-based 

building blocks for future supply chains. They consider market-specific selection criteria as 

well as structural properties of the molecules.35 More recently Serrano-Ruiz et al. combined 

flow-chemistry with bio-derived platform molecules. Also in their work market-specific 

criteria for the selection of bio-based platform molecules were named; e.g. based on 

availability of commercial technology for their production and for their potential to contribute 

to both fuels and chemical production.36 Szymkuć et al. identify hub molecules in reaction 

networks by a popularity function.24 This means that molecules were identified as hubs due 

to the number of links in the network and then these molecules were favoured during 

synthesis planning.24 All aforementioned approaches have the same aim: they desire general 

descriptions of useful molecules for broad sets of applications. With the goal to extend the 

application sets to the whole chemical supply chain, we find the method of Szymkuć et al. 

well suited, because it operates on whole network structures. 

 

In this study we adopt a graph theoretical approach for the identification of hub molecules. 

The number of links determines if the molecules classify as a hub. In such link-based 

approaches, important molecules can be detected by methods such as stochastic block 

models37,38 or functional network embeddings, such as SCAN39 or SDNE.40,41 We argue that 

the number of links is not the only characteristic that defines a strategic location in a network. 

Considering, for example, also the links’ importance, or the overall shortest pathways through 

a molecule, provides a more accurate graph theoretical description of a useful molecule for a 

broad set of applications. In our work, we consider the links’ importance and include the 

number of possible syntheses paths through a molecule as additional characteristics by which 

we characterise a strategic molecule.  
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In other fields of network theory, lists of multiple features are used to describe the 

importance of nodes. For instance, in brain networks42–44 and web page searches in the 

Internet,45,46 different aspects, such as centrality measures are used to classify the nodes. 

Against this background, integration of such centrality measures may be beneficial for the 

identification of strategic molecules in chemical networks. 

 

In this work, we use a portfolio of graph theoretical measures to identify strategic molecules 

in the NOC. If a molecule is a bulk chemical itself, or directly connected to one, its degree, 

pagerank and HITS y-hubs value will be different to the values of most other nodes. The 

betweenness centrality is used to measure the efficiency of reaction paths through a 

molecule. An isolation forest algorithm is applied to identify potential strategic molecules 

based on a vector of graph metrics. The strategic molecules are evaluated by comparison with 

common industrial intermediates. Further, we propose a method of reaction path screening 

over the strategic molecules. Based on these tools, we developed a case study of integration 

of crude sulphate turpentine (CST) into a supply chain of sample high-value end products, e.g. 

pharmaceuticals.  

 

The remaining article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce graph theoretical 

terminology, the assembly of the network, and the measures used. Further, we outline the 

isolation forest outlier detection algorithm and the pathway screening method. In Section 3, 

we present results throughout our workflow and finally, discuss the strategic molecules 

within chemical context. We use a case study to give a qualitative evaluation on the use of 

strategic molecules in process development. 

 

2. Methods 

2.1. Graph theory of chemical reaction networks 

In a chemical supply chain, simple molecules are transformed into more functionalised 

molecules along specific reaction paths. These reaction paths can be illustrated in a network 

of nodes and edges. The all-to-all wiring scheme, connecting all reactants to all products, and 

the one-to-one mapping scheme, where only the heaviest reactant is mapped to the heaviest 

product, have shown to give comparable properties.23 Different representations of the all-to-
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all wiring scheme have been introduced in the literature,25,26,47,48 from which we outline some 

in Figure 1. With the objective to identify strategic molecules in the network we find the 

simplified directed network without parallel edges most suited. When practical intersections 

are desired, information on reaction partners are not required, which leads us to the first 

simplification from (b) to (c) in Figure 1. Further, duplicate parts of reactions as shown in (a) 

where molecule A can lead to product B in reaction (1) and in reaction (3) do not enclose 

additional insight. Thus, we perform the second simplification from (c) to (d) in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. An illustration of reaction representation in different network types. (a) An 

example representation of a set of chemical reactions. (b) A bipartite network stores 

information about reaction partners and products. (c) A directed network shows 

relationships from reactants to products. (d) A directed network without parallel edges 

further simplifies the reactant-product relationship. 

 

Networks are used to capture real-world problems that often have interactions between large 

numbers of objects or subjects. A chemical supply chain is a good example of such interacting 

systems. A simple illustration of a graph is seldom sufficient to understand the relationships 

within a complex system. In network science a set of metrics is commonly used to describe 

networks on global and local scales. There are different types of networks and many metrics 

to characterise them. In this work we describe networks based on their degree distribution 

and we consider centrality measures to label nodes. For a more profound understanding of 

network types and theories of network science, we refer the reader to further literature.49,50  

 

The main characteristic of a node is its linkage in the network. The number of edges leaving 

one node is called ‘out degree’, while the number of incoming edges is called ‘in degree’. In 
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scale-free networks the degree distributions are best modelled by power law correlations,51 

meaning that only few nodes have a high in and/or out degree while the other nodes have a 

comparable low degree. The probability of finding a node with degree k in the network 

follows Eq 1:51 

𝑃(𝑘)~𝑘&' (1) 

where g  depends on the network under consideration. 

 

Directly connected nodes are neighbours of each other. Nodes reached by an out degree of 

node u are out neighbours of u, vice versa, nodes reached by an in degree of node u are in 

neighbours of u. A connection of two nodes, a pair of nodes, in a network is called a path. If 

every edge on the path is only traversed on once, it is named trail, if a path is the shortest 

possible connection between two nodes it is called shortest path or geodesic.50–52  

 

2.2. Methodologic workflow 

While the question of strategic molecules mainly concerns researches within the fields of 

chemical reaction engineering, the underlying question of finding optimal locations in a 

network is of considerably broader interest. The presented workflow, see Figure 2, for the 

identification of strategic molecules is applicable to diverse network problems. The first step 

of data mining may be performed manually or automatically from any possible data resource. 

This work is based on an automated download routine from the Reaxys53 application 

programming interface (API), which is accessible via an Elsevier license. However, any 

database with a sufficient number of chemical reactions may be used as a source for a 

chemical reaction network. With regard to the more general question of strategic locations 

in networks, data sources outside of the field of chemical reaction engineering may be used. 

A preferable way of data representation is a network structure as a large number of local and 

global interactions are covered. A description of all nodes in the network by graph theoretical 

features is performed via feature engineering. It is important to note that humanly designed 

features hold both negative and positive implications. On the one hand they introduce human 

biases to the system, on the other hand they live from prior knowledge, which may be 

favourable over black-box models. The chosen features characterise a specific question posed 

from the view of chemical reaction engineering and aim to capture both local and global 

structures. For arbitrary other network problems, the features may be designed differently. 
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In the fourth step, we take advantage of the topology of scale-free networks. With regard to 

the features of interest optimal locations in the network are located in the tail of the power 

law distribution and can hence be identified as outliers. The method is applicable to common 

networks as long as the optimal locations rank extremely different in the chosen features. 

The evaluation step combines field-specific knowledge and graph screening. The following 

sections explain each part of the methodology in more detail and the Electronic 

Supplementary Information (ESI) provides information about the general applicable part of 

the pipeline, which can be found on GitHub. 

 
Figure 2. A pipeline for the identification of optimal locations in scale-free networks. The 

methods in the pipeline are generically applicable. We display our specifications for the 

identification of strategic molecules on the right-hand side.  

 

2.3. Data mining and Network assembly 

The assembly of networks of organic chemistry requires a set of reactions in the chemical 

region of interest. The set of chemical reactions may be assembled based on chemical 

knowledge and a literature review, or by mining chemical databases. While this can be 

performed with reasonable effort on small data sets, it requires an automated routine when 

regarding large scale interactions. The data for the examined network was obtained using the 

Reaxys API and an automated download script previously developed in the group.47 Reaxys 

records reactions based on Reaxys reaction IDs and the Reaxys IDs of molecules. Every 
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molecule is described by its unique Reaxys ID. In theory, both structural and stereo isomers 

are assigned different Reaxys IDs. However, in some instances a generic structure of a 

molecule is described without isomeric specifications. This study does not concern the 

validation of recorded molecules, their structural arrangements or the further reaction 

specifications, e.g. yield or selectivity. This work is based on the overall possibility that certain 

reactions occur and, hence, provides ideas for early stage process development. Further 

information on the download routine, computer architecture, and versions of python and the 

main packages is available in the ESI. 

 

2.4. Feature engineering  

Ensuring a high contribution of the bio-based molecules in the overall chemical supply chains, 

requires finding of optimal locations, hence strategic molecules, in the network structure. A 

molecule may classify as a strategic molecule if it shows to be preferably linked in the 

network. The linkage might lead to shorter synthesis paths, to commonly used bulk 

molecules, or scaffolds suitable to connect different regions of chemistry. We wish to describe 

the characteristics of strategic molecules by their linkage in a graph theoretical framework.  

 

In this work we use graph theoretical metrics to characterise each molecule, i.e. each node, 

in the graph. The characterisation is based on: 

i. the nodes centrality position in the reaction network, 

ii. the nodes participation in reactions, and 

iii. the nodes direct linkage to molecules that participate in many reactions.  

The characteristics are useful to describe local hub behaviour, e.g. the nodes participation in 

reactions (characteristic ii), and global influences, e.g. the centrality position (characteristic i) 

and importance-based linkages (characteristic iii). 

 

The central position in the network is described by the betweenness centrality of each node. 

Betweenness centrality, CB(v), finds shortest paths, as defined in Section 2.1, between all pairs 

in the network and counts how many of the shortest paths lead through a specific node. The 

final result is normalised by the number of nodes in the network. Betweenness centrality, 

CB(v), is defined as:54,55 
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𝐶)(𝑣) =
∑ 𝜎./(𝑣) 𝜎./0.121/∈4

𝑁  
(2) 

where 𝜎./(𝑣) is the number of paths from s to t via node v, while 𝜎./ is the number of all 

shortest paths from node s to node t. V is the set of all nodes in the graph and N is the number 

of all nodes. 

 

The participation of molecules in reactions (our second characteristic of a node) is evaluated 

by the degrees of a molecule. For the directed reaction network, we regard both in and out 

degree. The different types of degrees have been briefly introduced in Section 2.1.  

 

The connection to highly linked nodes in a network (characteristic iii) is measured by the 

pagerank, and the HITS y-hubs value.56 The pagerank and HITS y-hubs of a node depend on 

the respective values of linked nodes. This is solved by multiple iteration steps in the 

algorithms. Both measures start by assigning a uniform weight distribution to the nodes. The 

algorithms compute the pagerank and HITS y-hubs of each node based on the according 

values of the other nodes from the previous iteration step. If the value of each node changes 

less than the convergence limit of 1×10-6 in a step the final distribution is found. The weights 

in pagerank are defined due to the incoming links of the in neighbour of a node. The weights 

for HITS y-hubs are defined due to the outgoing links of an in neighbour. The pagerank of a 

node was first introduced in Ref 46 and is implemented in Ref 54:  

𝑃𝑅(𝑣) =
1 − 𝑑
𝑁 + 𝑑 ; 	

𝑃𝑅(𝑢)
𝑑>(𝑢)

?@AB(C)
 

(3) 

where d is a damping factor, N is the number of all nodes in the network, u is a in neighbour 

of v, G-(v) is the set of in neighbours of v, and d+(u) is the out degree of u. Explanations on the 

different types of degrees and neighbours are given in Section 2.1. The damping factor in the 

graph-tool implementation54 is set to 0.85 and the default convergence limit of 1×10-6 is used. 

The damping factor is used in Ref 46 to account for random changes of websites. With regard 

to the network, this allows the algorithm to work even if the network has dead-ends and 

spider traps.57 The HITS y-hubs, y(v), and x-authority, x(v), of a node were defined in Ref 45 

and an implementation to compute the vectors x and y of all nodes was done in Ref 54: 

𝒙 = 𝛼𝐴𝒚 (4) 
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𝒚 = 𝛽𝐴I𝒙 (5) 

 where A is the adjacency matrix of the network, and a  and b  are scaling factors. In Ref 54 b 

is set to 1 and a the reciprocal value of the largest eigenvalue of the systems cocitation matrix 

AAT. The HITS values become especially important when considering nodes with same 

amount of in degrees. The origin of the in degrees is considered; if it is a hub page, the link is 

weighted stronger.  

 

Hence, a feature vector, z(v), is composed of the betweenness centrality, the in degree, the 

out degree, the pagerank, and the HITS y-hubs of a node. To prevent biased influences of the 

different metrics, we scale each feature between zero and one, using a maximum/minimum 

normalisation.53 For data compression and visualisation purposes, we reduce the dimensions 

of the input vectors. We performed a principal component analysis (PCA) based on a singular 

value decomposition as implemented in Ref 58 and obtain a reduced feature representation 

z’(v).  

 

2.5. Identification of strategic molecules  

Based on z’(v), an outlier detection algorithm for the identification of the strategic molecules 

is performed. The feature values in the network are best described by a power law 

distribution. This means, that most nodes have very similar feature values, but the ones that 

are different differ a lot. They are exceptional in their feature value. With regard to the 

considered features, we find that sample strategic molecules rank very high. However, we do 

not suggest using the absolute values for finding feature specific thresholds for the 

classification; these will depend on the network size and centre, and introduce more human 

bias. Instead, we classify them based on the feature distribution.  

 

The strategic molecules differ with their feature values and can thus be regarded as outliers. 

To detect deviations in all feature values, we use an isolation forest algorithm. In theory, 

clustering techniques, e.g. clustering techniques for large data sets, may be suited for the 

same task. However, we encounter many drawbacks using clustering algorithms on a large 

data set which follows power law distributions. Only naming few: the heterogeneity in the 

data density leads to especially uneven cluster sizes, distance metrics do not support odd 

shapes, and there are difficulties finding appropriate mesh sizes for heterogenic data 
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densities for using grid-based clustering approaches.59,60 We argue that an isolation forest 

algorithm is well suited because no distance metric is used and the algorithm can take 

advantage of the heterogenic data density, as anomalous samples are detected easier. The 

algorithm works on an ensemble of isolation trees, where each branch randomly selects a 

feature and a feature value between its minimum and its maximum.61 The decision tree is 

divided until one data point is isolated from the rest. The average number of branches, in 

other words the average length of the trees in the forest, is used to characterise the sample. 

Normal samples require longer isolation steps, while anomalous ones have on average a 

shorter tree length.61 Yet, the isolation forest algorithm is a non-deterministic method. Each 

run of the algorithm on the same data set might result in a slightly different classification of 

the molecules very close to the border region of in- and outliers as the split is created by 

randomly branching the tree. Figure 3 illustrates the difference in the required tree length for 

the isolation of a normal, xi, and an anomalous, xx, data point. The algorithm is used as 

implemented in the python module Scikit-learn.58 For details on parameterisation see ESI. 

 
Figure 3. Visualisation of the isolation forest outlier detection algorithm. For an inlier, xi, 

which lays in the normal data region, many branches are needed to separate the data point 

from the rest (a). For an outlier species, xx, fewer branches isolate it from the rest of the 

data (b). 

 

2.6. Screening based evaluation: Reaction pathway search over strategic molecules 

The second focus of this work is to suggest the integration of the strategic molecules in 

pathway screening when new chemical processes are developed or, more specifically, an 

alternative feedstock is sought to produce a known product. A chemical multi-step synthesis 

from a feedstock to an end product can be resembled by a path in a network from the 

feedstock node to the end product node. Assembling all sets of the possible paths is 

commonly done by a screening method, for example depth-first (DF) screening.62 The total 
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number of paths scales with O(N!) where N is the number of nodes in the screening set and 

the algorithm has a time complexity of O(N+E).54  

 

In this work we propose to include strategic molecules into screening algorithms. We combine 

a DF search as implemented in Ref 54 from feedstock components to strategic molecules with 

a DF search from strategic molecules to end products. We call this approach reduced-path 

depth-first (RPDF) search. We constrain the maximal search depth for both the DF and the 

RPDF search by cut-off values. A cut-off of one means that only one reaction step from the 

starting molecules is permitted, a cut-off of two allows two reaction steps and so forth.  

 

3. Results and Discussion 

To the best of our knowledge, there is no definitive set of strategic molecules comprising 

current important industrially-produced molecules and the promising future molecules, or 

alternatives to the existing one. The topic of product substitution is regularly discussed in the 

chemical and environmental literature within the contexts of green chemistry and 

sustainability, and a number of bulk intermediates were proposed for the emerging bio-based 

chemical supply chain.35,29 This, however, is a much narrower set than the proposed set of 

strategic molecules that would cover bulk as well as functionalised intermediates. In the 

absence of such a list we cannot evaluate our approach by comparing the outputs. One 

inherent challenge for the identification of strategic molecules is that there is no general ‘true’ 

answer. Thus, there is no quantitative method to evaluate our results. Accordingly, we 

evaluate our results qualitatively. For this we show that common industrial chemicals, 

important precursors, and potential new building block molecules are at least the subsets of 

our findings. We consult Ullmanns encyclopaedia of industrial organic chemistry63 for the 

evaluation of common industrial intermediates. Additionally, we highlight similarities of our 

results and the highest ranked privileged scaffolds for biomedical applications.34 To indicate 

the algorithms’ ability to identify not only petrochemical based strategic locations we 

consider potential future bio-based building blocks.35 We further demonstrate the use of 

strategic molecules in reaction pathway searches by using DF searches on the graph structure 

to indicate possible multi-step reactions. 

 

3.1. 4-HAP network  
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The network of interest in this case study is a network centred around the sample strategic 

molecule, 4-hydroxyacetophenone (4-HAP), referred later as ‘4-HAP network’. 4-HAP is a 

common precursor for many pharmaceutical products such as paracetamol, metoprolol, and 

salbutamol, and can be derived from terpenes, including mixed waste streams such as CST.64 

The 4-HAP network is a scale-free, non-weighted, and directed graph. It consists of 568,270 

nodes and 955,905 edges. The degree distributions in the network follow a power law 

behaviour with the exponents gout=2.1, and gin =2.3 (see Equation 1).  

 

3.2. Identification of strategic molecules  

We describe each node in the 4-HAP network by z(v) as described in Section 2.4. After 

dimensionality reduction via PCA, it was found that two principal components (PCs) express 

98% of the data variance. PC0 takes up 79% of the data variance and PC1 19%. Due to the 

very high coverage of the data variance, we now describe each node with z’(v) composed of 

only two components, PC0 and PC1, see Section 2.4. Using the isolation forest algorithm as 

described in Section 2.5, we demonstrate separation of the outliers. A variety of 

contamination rates was tested, and a good fit was found by visual inspection. Figure 4 shows 

the region of the data distribution where both normal and outlier nodes are present (split 

region) over PC0 and PC1 of z’(v). Normal species are depicted by red triangles, while blue 

circles represent the outliers. The aim was to find the best separation between the sparse 

and the dense regions of the data distribution.  

 

Figure 4 shows some of the tested rates. We find the rates between 0.9×10-4 and 1×10-3 to best 

describe a cut between the sparse and the dense region. With a rate of 1×10-3, 569 molecules 

are detected as outliers while a rate of 0.9×10-4 leads to a classification of 512 molecules as 

outliers. In the following we consider the contamination rate 1×10-3 for further discussion. We 

argue that this list should not be seen as a fixed framework on strategic molecules, but as an 

ensemble of potentially useful molecules for present and future process developments. 

Hence, we consider the largest suggested useful subset for further discussion. The list of all 

569 identified molecules is given in the ESI. 
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Figure 4. The split region of the normal and the anomalous data of the 4-HAP network 

identified by the isolation forest algorithm. Red triangles are data assigned to the normal 

region and blue circles resemble data not grouped with the majority. The isolation forest 

was performed with a contamination rate of (a) 1.5×10-3, (b) 5×10-4, (c) 9.5×10-4, (d) 1×10-3.  

 

3.3. Evaluation of strategic molecules 

We first consider if the list of strategic molecules includes current common industrial 

intermediates. While searching for strategic molecules we expect to find platform molecules, 

as well as commonly used co-reactants, because most of the current industrial supply chains 

are built on these.65 Here, we discuss some chosen strategic molecules and demonstrate their 

industrial relevance in the past and the present.  

 

Among the identified strategic molecules, we find ethylene derivatives, e.g. acetaldehyde, 

ethanol and styrene. Acetaldehyde is a precursor to many further products, e.g. butadiene. 

Today butadiene is in high demand, but it also had a historical importance in production of 

synthetic rubber, for which it was produced during World War II. Styrene is widely used in 

polymer production (homopolymers, copolymers or rubber-modified polymers), while 
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ethanol was a raw material for production of acetic acid; it is now used as a solvent in cleaning, 

cosmetics and coatings industries, as industrial solvent and reactant, and is also converted to 

white vinegar.63 Furthermore, ethanol is used as an octane-enhancer or petrol replacement 

in the automotive fuels market.66 All these chemicals have shown major industrial significance 

in the past and present and are, therefore, correctly identified by the algorithm as strategic 

molecules. Further, the algorithm detects acetone and phenol as derivatives from propylene. 

Both are main products from cumene and lead to high value supply chains including the 

production of nylon 6, epoxy or phenolic resins, polycarbonates, methylmethacrylate, and 

different solvents.63 The broad range of uses supports the argument that acetone and phenol 

should be strategic molecules and, hence, are correctly identified by the algorithm. Acetic and 

succinic acids are two examples of the derivatives from the C4 stream that are found by the 

algorithm. The industrial use of acetic acid includes solvent, precursor to acetate monomer, 

acetic anhydride, and esters. Succinic acid is used in the food and beverage industry and is a 

precursor for polymers and solvents.63 Incidentally, succinic acid is one of key bulk molecules 

targeted in bio-refining. In summary, the graph-based search finds a selection of important 

industrial chemicals and shows that different sections of chemical space are covered. Most 

useful, we notice that molecules at junctions, connecting different subdivisions of industry, 

are detected.  

 

In addition, the algorithm detects molecules in more specialised branches of chemistry. 

Benzoyl peroxide as a component for polymerisation reactions is found. It generates free 

radicals and can be used in many different polymerisation reactions.67 Moreover, 4-HAP as a 

precursor for pharmaceutical products is identified. Within few steps, main pharmaceutical 

compounds can be derived.64 Naming one last interesting output: 1,1,2,2-

tetraphenylethylene is found, which is a potential building block for the assembly of  

supramolecular frameworks.68 These frameworks are studied with regard to many different 

applications, for example, they can be used as metal-organic frameworks with applications in 

gas adsorption or medical science. Additionally, the algorithm identifies a range of small 

molecules as CO2, O3, CO, and H2O. These are co-reactants for many chemical reactions, thus 

highly linked, which explains their appearance as strategic molecules. Moreover, the 

algorithm detected sucrose and glucose derivatives thus also identifies more functionalised, 

and three-dimensional structures.  
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By evaluating the output with chemical knowledge and intuition, we can indicate that 

common intermediates from industry, small co-reactants for many reactions, and complex 

and novel structures used in research are respectively identified. We detect a broad range of 

different chemical scaffolds and find intermediates of historic as well as current relevance. In 

Figure 5 we show a selection of strategic molecules identified by the isolation forest 

algorithm. 

 

 
Figure 5. Potential strategic molecules identified by the algorithm with a contamination 

rate of 1×10-3. 

 

Further, we compare our results with two relevant works in the field. A similar concept of 

strategic molecules for the design of biomedical applications are so-called privileged 

scaffolds.33,34 These molecular frameworks are formed of geometries, which are suitable to 

be coupled with different side chains. We suggest that highly ranked privileged scaffolds, due 

to their Shannon entropy, should be a subset of strategic molecules, as these might represent 

molecules at important junctions in the network. With regard to the highest ranked five 

scaffolds (see Figure 6), the isolation forest algorithm identifies four of these and a related 

structure to the fifth one. Quinoline, diphenylmethane, diphenylether, and 

(benzyloxy)benzene were identified. N-benzylaniline had not been identified, while the 

algorithm detected a related molecule: N-phenyl benzoyl amide.  
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Figure 6. Top-ranked molecular frameworks for medical chemistry based on Shannon 

entropy.34 

 

The third concept describes potential bio-based platform molecules and was introduced, 

among others, by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL).35 The novel building 

blocks are described as molecules with diverse functional groups that may enable 

transformation into new families of useful chemistry. Out of more than 300 candidates, 30 

molecules were selected based on the model of petrochemical building blocks. We find 27 of 

these in Reaxys database and 25 in the 4-HAP network. The isolation forest algorithm 

identified 11 of the aforementioned 25 as strategic molecules.  The NREL building blocks were 

selected based on strategic criteria, e.g. if they are suitable to compete against existing 

products or if they possess characteristics that can replace current functionality or even give 

rise to new applications. The 4-HAP network consists of a majority of petrochemical-based 

reactions and has already shown to identify common industrial intermediates. Against this 

background we find it highly encouraging that the algorithm detected 11 out of 25 strategic 

molecules in the given network.  

 

Table 1 gives an overview on the discussed molecules.  

 

Table 1. The NREL Building Blocks which are in Reaxys database and also in the 4-HAP network 

(4HAP) and identified as strategic molecules (SM). 

 
Molecule 4HAP SM Molecule 4HAP SM Molecule 4HAP SM 
carbon monoxide x x fumaric 

acid 
x 

 
proline x 

 

hydrogen x x malic acid x 
 

xylitol x 
 

glycerol x x succinic 
acid 

x x xylonic acid 
  

3-
hydroxypropionic 
acid 

x 
 

threonine x 
 

aconitic acid x 
 

lactic acid x x arabinitol 
  

citric acid x x 
malonic acid x x furfural x x glucaric acid x 

 

N

quinoline diphenylmethane

O

diphenylether

N
H

O

N-benzylaniline (benzyloxy)benzene
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propionic acid x x glutamic 
acid 

x 
 

lysine x 
 

serine x 
 

itaconic 
acid 

x 
 

levoglucosa
n 

x 
 

aspartic acid x 
 

levulinic 
acid 

x x sorbitol x x 

 

3.4. Reaction pathway searches over strategic molecules 

Here we illustrate the application of the concept of strategic molecules for selection of 

reaction pathways for potential valorisation of waste CST. CST is a by-product form the Kraft 

pulping process in the paper processing industry. It consists of an oil mixture of unsaturated 

and volatile C10H16 terpene isomers: a- and b-pinene, D-carene, and a mixture of other 

terpenes,69 e.g. limonene. Previous work has focused on transformations on CST to fragrance 

chemicals and into precursors for the pharmaceutical industry.70,15  

 

This study uses the strategic molecules previously identified on the basis of 4-HAP network 

and one other network for the pathway searches. The second network is larger and is centred 

around one of the feedstock components, limonene. In the following it will be called the 

“limonene network”. 93.25 % of the molecules from the 4-HAP network are included in the 

limonene network. The main reason for the extension of the network is to achieve a higher 

coverage of feedstocks and end products regions. The limonene network consists of 

12,238,931 nodes and 24,884,365 edges. Its exponents for the degree distributions are gout 

=2.0 and gin =2.5 (see Equation 1). We now perform pathways searches in the described 

limonene network. We consider three different experiments to show possibilities of 

integrating the concept of strategic molecules in process development.  

 

Table 2. Designed experiments in the CST case study. 

 Description 

Experiment 1 DF searches from CST components to a set of strategic molecules and 

sets of randomly chosen test molecules are conducted. The cut-off 

values one, two, and three are investigated.  

Experiment 2 RPDF searches are conducted over strategic molecules to compare 

them with each other. Three steps from CST to strategic molecules and 
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three steps from the strategic molecules to pharmaceuticals are 

tested. 

Experiment 3 DF and RPDF screening are compared with regard to the number of 

paths and CPU times needed for each screening. 

 

In experiment 1 we compare strategic molecules with sets of randomly chosen molecules 

regarding their connectivity from CST feedstock. Figure 7 outlines the pathway search for 

comparison. We consider three CST components (pinene, limonene and carene) and sets of 

569 molecules. We wish to present connectivity in relatively short reaction paths and, hence, 

stop screening at a cut-off value of three, which is half of the average connectivity in the 

network.27 We compare the set of strategic molecules to ten sets of randomly chosen 

molecules. The aim is to count the number of molecules in the sets that can be reached from 

the feedstock within each cut-off value, the number of reaction steps. We show the average 

over ten sets in comparison with the strategic molecules in Figure 8.  

 

Figure 7. Scheme for the comparison with sets of random molecules. All sets have the same 

size. Squares represent the crude sulphate turpentine (CST) feedstock components, stars - 

the strategic molecules and triangles - the randomly chosen test molecules. One, two, or 

three reaction steps were allowed. 

 

We find that the CST components are significantly better connected to the strategic molecules 

than to the sets of random test molecules. Already within the range of one step paths, we 

connect CST components to 27 out of 569 strategic molecules, some of which with major 

industrial significance, e.g. benzene, acetophenone, propene, ethene, toluene, and isoprene.  

Especially for a cut-off value of two, the ratio of connected strategic molecules shows 

substantial benefit. This becomes less noticeable when allowing more steps. The reason for 

…

…

Set of strategic 
molecules

Multiple sets of 
random molecules

CST 
components

Cut-off values:
one, two, and three

…

… …
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this is the so-called small-world phenomena.27 The NOC shows that on average each pair of 

nodes can be connected in six steps. Thus, differences are most noted in very small screening 

ranges. Considering a cut-off value of three, we find all strategic molecules connected and 

57% of the molecules in random sets being connected. This experiment strongly indicates the 

importance of strategic molecules as they are better connected to the exemplary feedstock. 

Further this demonstrates the possibility of rapid screening as an early stage decision making 

in process development for waste streams. The very small set of one-step reactions can be 

analysed manually. Figure 8 shows the described results for the sets of randomly chosen test 

molecules. The standard deviation for cut-off two is 0.6% and the standard deviation for cut-

off three is 1.5%. The x-axis shows the cut-off values and the y-axis shows the percentage of 

molecules in the set that can be reached from CST.  

 

Figure 8. The results of depth-first searches from three components of CST (pinene, carene, 

and limonene) to sets of molecules are shown depending on the allowed cut-off value. All 

sets consist of 569 molecules. The set of strategic molecules was assembled by a 

contamination rate of 1×10-3 on the 4-HAP network. For each cut-off value, ten sets of 569 

randomly chosen molecules are assembled.  

 

In experiment 2, we show a possible use of strategic molecules in a scenario that transforms 

the feedstock to a range of end products. We chose a range of pharmaceuticals as end 

products based on Ref 71. The connectivity between feedstock components, strategic 

molecules and end products is investigated by a RPDF search following the scheme outlined 

in Figure 9 and the description below. Squares represent feedstock components and crosses 
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show end products; a star denotes a strategic molecule. The linkage of strategic molecules is 

evaluated with regard to: 

1. the ratio of feedstock components that can be connected to the strategic molecule, 

2. the maximum number of alternative paths to this strategic molecule in comparison to 

maximum number of alternatives to other strategic molecules,  

3. the ratio of end products connected from the strategic molecule, and  

4. the maximum number of alternative paths from this strategic molecule to the end 

products in comparison to maximum number of alternatives from other strategic 

molecules. 

 

 
Figure 9. Four criteria for RPDF searches are shown. Squares are feedstock components, 

the star is a strategic molecule that is tested, and crosses represent a selection of end 

products. The first criterion measures the ratio of feedstock components connected to the 

strategic molecule. The second criterion counts the maximum number of paths for the 

connection from one feedstock to a potential strategic molecule. The third criterion 

measures the ratio of end products that can be reached from the potential strategic 

molecule. The forth criterion counts the maximal number of paths to the end products. 

Criteria one and three only consider the tested strategic molecule, while criteria two and 

four are set in relation to the maximum paths for other potential strategic molecules. 

 
We test the connection from CST over 56 of the strategic molecules (identified by a 

contamination rate of 1×10-4) to 115 pharmaceuticals. We allow up to three steps between 

feedstock components and strategic molecules and strategic molecules to end products. We 

find, that all feedstock components can connect to the 56 strategic molecules. We also find 

that many of them have more than one possible path. Both are indicated for selected strategic 

molecules by the two green bars with stripes in Figure 10. We also show that most of the 56 

strategic molecules are also connected to many different pharmaceutical end products with 

Criterion 1 Criterion 2 Criterion 3 Criterion 4
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multiple possible synthesis paths. This is indicated by light and dark grey bars in Figure 10 for 

selected strategic molecules. The experiment 2 demonstrates the suitability of strategic 

molecules as connections of different regions of chemistry in reaction networks. Further, it 

indicates a method of generating a smaller subset of most suitable molecules to be 

investigated for novel process development. The metrics applied on the RPDF search over the 

strategic molecules compares the strategic molecules with each other. Once again, the large 

space of organic chemistry is reduced to few options, making manual evaluation possible.  

 
Figure 10. RPDF screening from CST over strategic molecules to a set of 115 pharmaceutical 

products. Within each bar, up to 100 % can be reached, hence the maximal value of the 

total score is 400 %. We show the screening over representative strategic molecules, where 

the abbreviation sodium m. stands for sodium methylate and biphenyl-4-a. stands for 

biphenyl-4-acetaldehyde.  

 

The experiment 3 demonstrates the use of the RPDF screening over strategic molecules in 

comparison to DF searches. We consider a scenario where chemical space is screened for 

pathways from one specific component to a few end products. For the RPDF search, we screen 

from pinene, a constituent of CST, to 56 strategic molecules in a cut-off value of two and 

three. We then search for paths from the strategic molecules to ten selected pharmaceuticals 

in cut-off of range three. For the DF search, we screen up to a cut-off value of five. 

 

Comparing DF with cut-off five and RPDF with cut-off five, we find that the RPDF algorithm 

finds a reasonable large subset of the overall possible paths screened by the DF search in 

noticeable shorter CPU times. The CPU times show a decrease of two orders of magnitude 
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and are comparable with the DF search with cut-off four. Considering RPDF search with cut-

off six, we examine that we can now cover more pathway alternatives than with the DF search 

with cut-off five with the same magnitude of CPU time as before. Figure 11 illustrates these 

relationships. In order to enhance readability of Figure 11 we use the Reaxys identification 

number for screened end products. Chemical names of the species can be found in the figures 

caption.  

 

We find one end product, mycophenolic acid (Reaxys ID: 8644904), where screening via RPDF 

search does not lead to a route, but the DF search in cut-off five finds one route. This means 

that from none of the tested strategical molecules mycophenolic acid was accessible in three 

steps. Further, we find an end product, valepotriate (Reaxys ID: 4339241), where no paths 

are found by both DF screening in cut-off five and RPDF screening in cut-off six. As we are 

searching for highly complex and functionalised molecules, e.g. in the case of valepotriate 

four chiral centres, it is not surprising that neither search finds a path when six steps is the 

average connectivity for any pair of nodes. Still, the RDPF search presents such negative 

results in shorter computational times.  

 

Figure 11. CPU times (a) and (b) and number of paths found (c) and (d) over different cut-

off values are shown. The normal depth-first search algorithm runs on cut-off three, four 
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and five, while the RPDF search covers a cut-off of five (two steps and three steps) and six 

(two times three steps). The pathways start with pinene and end at 2-amino-1-

phenylpropane (Reaxys ID: 507867), 2-diethylamino-N-(2,6-dimethylphenyl)acetamide 

(Reaxys ID: 2215784), paricalcitol (Reaxys ID: 10497534), ezetimibe (Reaxys ID: 7981967), 

imatinib (Reaxys ID: 7671333), letrozole (Reaxys ID: 6813913), valepotriate (Reaxys ID: 

4339241), L-thyroxine (Reaxys ID: 2228515), ketoprofen (Reaxys ID: 2216071), or 

mycophenolic acid (Reaxys ID: 8644904). 

 
Based on three experiments we have demonstrated that with regard to short screening 

ranges the strategic molecules are significantly better connected than sets of random 

molecules. We further indicate that the RPDF search can be used to compare the strategic 

molecules with one another. Last but not least, we outline promising reaction options in 

shorter CPU times than by DF screening.  

 
4. Conclusions  

With more than 105 million chemical compounds and 42 million chemical reactions recorded 

in Reaxys,53 already the discovered chemical space is reasonably large to allow statistical 

treatment; the size of yet undiscovered chemical space is open to debate. The chemical space 

is a relatively new application in the field of network theory and is largely unexplored in this 

respect. The chemical framework offers opportunities to develop new algorithms, and to 

bring forward the field of data mining giving essential inputs to neighbouring disciplines, such 

as synthetic and computational chemistry. In this work, we propose a new method of 

identification of optimal locations in networks for introduction of new feedstocks, and 

provide a network-based list of potential strategic molecules, which can be used in developing 

future circular supply chains. The identified strategic molecules show a variety of chemical 

structures and an industrial relevance in the past and the present.  

 

In a test example we demonstrate that strategic molecules are better connected to molecules 

from a waste process stream, CST, than multiple sets of random molecules in up to three-step 

reactions. The proposed RPDF method is a facile and rapid screening method that redirects 

pathways over strategic molecules. We illustrate the method in a case study of converting 

CST components to pharmaceuticals, and show that within a short CPU time a large screening 
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range is achievable; this is compared with the method of finding long reaction paths not 

including strategic molecules explicitly. 

 

This work contributes to developing methods of decision making for early stage process 

development that can guide research efforts by considering strategic molecules in synthesis 

planning. The study indicates benefits gained by inclusion of strategic molecules for multiple 

planning scenarios. Most notably, this work highlights options for development of sustainable 

processes. With a fully automated selection of best pathway alternatives in large reaction 

networks as our long-term goal, this study contributes to the assembly of the pathways. The 

impact is twofold: we show a method of identifying potential strategic molecules and we 

suggest a method for the inclusion of these in process development. In future work, the 

screening method can be extended by evaluation and ranking of pathways, e.g. through the 

inclusion of reaction yields and mass flows.  
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Supplementary note 1: Pipeline  

 

The pipeline for the identification of strategic locations in networks is general applicable for 

other network problems if parameters such as the descriptive features are adapted 

respectively. Due to license agreements, the download routine to obtain reaction data from 

Reaxys application programming interface (API), cannot be published (general information on 

the routine are given in the following Supplementary note). Hence, we start the openly 

available pipeline from the assumption of an already existing network structure of e.g. 

chemical reactions. These parts of the pipeline are accessible through GitHub: 

(https://github.com/Jana-Marie-Weber/strategic_molecules) and start with a network file in 

graph-tool “.gt” format. 
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Supplementary note 2: Network assembly  
 

Reaxys database 1 is used to obtain the information needed to build a network of chemical 

reactions. An automated download script developed by 2 passes a series of search queries to 

the Reaxys API. Starting from a chosen molecule all reactions that take place with this 

molecule as reactant are found. Products from these queries are saved and used as starting 

molecules for the next search step. This procedure is repeated up to a pre-defined search 

depth. 2 This is called forward search. In addition to that, a one step backward search queries 

all reactions, which products are the previously saved molecules. Further information, e.g., 

the yield of reactions, publication year, or reaction conditions are downloaded and saved to 

the data file as well. Two different mapping schemes have been discussed in the literature. 3 

A one-to-one mapping scheme only considers the heaviest reactant and the heaviest product 

and connects them with an edge, while in the all-to-all scheme all reactants are wired to all 

products of one reaction. Investigations on the mapping schemes have shown that the choice 

does not interfere with the network’s characteristics. 4 Hence both, the one-to-one and the 

all-to-all mapping, are possible and equally valid representations of the same problem set. 

The all-to-all mapping scheme has been chosen for this study. More detailed information on 

the download routine can be found in. 2 The post processing of the data involves reducing the 

file by removing duplicate reactions, excluding multi-step reactions and “half” reactions, 

where either all product fields or all reactant fields are empty.  

 

This work focuses on two networks, one centred around the sample strategic molecule, 4-

hydroxyacetophenone (4-HAP). 4-HAP is a common precursor for many pharmaceutical 

products such as Paracetamol, Metoprolol, and Salbutamol and can be derived from 

terpenes, including the waste CST. 5  The network around 4-HAP was built using three steps 

forwards and one step backwards search in Reaxys database. The relatively small data mining 

thresholds were chosen to highlight local structures and 4-HAP’s influence on the reaction 

network. A second network centred around the molecule limonene was constructed with 

data from four steps forward and one step backwards searches. We use the smaller 4-HAP 

data to detect strategic molecules and test the connection of these in the second network 

around limonene. The network model is implemented in python2.7 with the library graph-

tools. 6  
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Supplementary note 3: Computer architecture and python version  

 

The code was run using a Linux machine with version 16.04.6 LTS (Xenial Xerus) with 24 cores, 

width of 64 bits, and 256 GB RAM. It has a Dual Processor Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2643 v3 @ 

3.40GHz. We used the python version 2.7.12 with the lasts updates from November 2018, 

Scikit-learn version 0.19.2. and Graph-tool version 2.27. Further python requirements may be 

found on GitHub (https://github.com/Jana-Marie-Weber/strategic_molecules). 
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Supplementary note 4: Parametrisation in isolation forest  
 

The isolation forest was performed on the default value of 100 base estimators in the 

ensemble. We train each base estimator on all samples by setting the number of maximum 

samples to the number of all nodes in the network. We tested all contamination rates shown 

in Table S1 and Table S2 and found respective numbers of outliers. We trained each base 

estimator on one feature and used the “old” behaviour for the decision function. Please 

consult scikit-learn or our implementation on GitHub (https://github.com/Jana-Marie-

Weber/strategic_molecules) for further information on the algorithm. 7  

 

Table S1. The number of identified outliers per tested contamination rate is shown for 
contamination rates between 1×10-4 and 8×10-4. 

rate 1×10-4 5×10-4 5.5×10-4 6×10-4 6.5×10-4 7×10-4 7.5×10-4 8×10-4 

outliers 56 285 313 341 370 398 427 455 

 

Table S2. The number of identified outliers per tested contamination rate is shown for 
contamination rates between 8.5×10-4and 2×10-3. 

rate 8.5×10-4 9×10-4 9.5×10-4 1×10-3 1.5×10-3 2×10-3   

outliers 484 512 540 569 853 1137   
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Supplementary material 1: Molecular structures of strategic molecules  
 
Figure S 1-38 show the molecular structures of 567 potential strategic molecules identified 

with a contamination rate of 1×10-3. If no structure is shown, it is too large for the grid-wise 

printing and can be manually retrieved from Reaxys with the given Reaxys ID. Two additional 

molecules do not have molfiles attached in Reaxys. These molecules are: 

1.  ethereal hydrogen chloride, and 

2. cellulose. 

Please find the rest of the strategic molecules below. 
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Figure S 1. Molecule set 0 
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Figure S 2. Molecule set 15 
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Figure S 3. Molecule set 30 
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Figure S 4. Molecule set 45 
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Figure S 5. Molecule set 60 
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Figure S 6. Molecule set 75 
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Figure S 7. Molecule set 90 
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Figure S 8. Molecule set 105 
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Figure S 9. Molecule set 120 
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Figure S 10. Molecule set 135 
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Figure S 11. Molecule set 150 
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Figure S 12. Molecule set 165 
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Figure S 13. Molecule set 180 
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Figure S 14. Molecule set 195 
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Figure S 15. Molecule set 210 
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Figure S 16. Molecule set 225 
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Figure S 17. Molecule set 240 
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Figure S 18. Molecule set 255 
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Figure S 19. Molecule set 270 
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Figure S 20. Molecule set 285 
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Figure S 21. Molecule set 300 
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Figure S 22. Molecule set 315 
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Figure S 23. Molecule set 330 
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Figure S 24. Molecule set 345 
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Figure S 25. Molecule set 360 
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Figure S 26. Molecule set 375 
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Figure S 27. Molecule set 390 
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Figure S 28. Molecule set 405 
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Figure S 29. Molecule set 420 
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Figure S 30. Molecule set 435 
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Figure S 31. Molecule set 450 
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Figure S 32. Molecule set 465 
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Figure S 33. Molecule set 480 
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Figure S 34. Molecule set 495 
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Figure S 35. Molecule set 510 
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Figure S 36. Molecule set 525 
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Figure S 37. Molecule set 540 
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Figure S 38. Molecule set 555 
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Table S 3. Reaxys IDs of molecule sets 0 to 90 

Set  0 RX-ID 15 RX-ID 30 RX-ID 45 RX-ID 60 RX-ID 75 RX-ID 90 RX-ID 
 

a 508690 a 1867073 a 2208571 a 1817334 a 971266 a 1734623 a 2211315  
b 2039797 b 2101214 b 1424379 b 878450 b 906750 b 509801 b 1724615  
c 1873445 c 1730733 c 969405 c 102391 c 1074863 c 1071236 c 385836  
d 1071744 d 471175 d 1209596 d 1071910 d 2044501 d 391839 d 971516  
e 3902968 e 1072103 e 106909 e 1098214 e 636127 e 508112 e 1904982  
f 635994 f 1862793 f 107477 f 1732463 f 742120 f 606053 f 2691288  
g 1744683 g 742313 g 2043521 g 3587189 g 102551 g 3592982 g 774138  
h 4933662 h 508068 h 3595640 h 1696878 h 1100609 h 102415 h 506021  
i 471382 i 1616740 i 505984 i 3556020 i 605283 i 1727037 i 1107700  
j 1071571 j 608047 j 1912198 j 635760 j 1098935 j 1071207 j 1733203  
k 1906758 k 385772 k 1731042 k 2087538 k 909664 k 4148229 k 509638  
l 605368 l 605303 l 2056090 l 970529 l 507950 l 1771444 l 1101094  
m 1364620 m 2245771 m 1731614 m 1732464 m 1786213 m 506010 m 969148  
n 2049280 n 1303311 n 2039798 n 906905 n 3692537 n 386015 n 385838  
o 607063 o 636783 o 2045489 o 1098278 o 743984 o 1363772 o 1305151 

 
 
 
Table S 4. Reaxys IDs of molecule sets 105 to 195 

Set 105 RX-ID 120 RX-ID 135 RX-ID 150 RX-ID 165 RX-ID 180 RX-ID 195 RX-ID  
a 471401 a 1425521 a 2036449 a 782061 a 2208089 a 1209238 a 507140  
b 90825 b 385801 b 1236613 b 1878154 b 775403 b 744112 b 1737628  
c 1209246 c 471803 c 606478 c 1560217 c 515874 c 3593645 c 2222141  
d 508910 d 15497285 d 1563093 d 1238185 d 4933359 d 2051911 d 741891 
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e 1740761 e 386013 e 3919222 e 102438 e 1072099 e 605459 e 1071474  
f 1423685 f 906677 f 1098522 f 1905012 f 789087 f 2214219 f 506061  
g 1907932 g 1697284 g 216615 g 97217 g 1210120 g 1448766 g 1364714  
h 507951 h 635678 h 1954046 h 745854 h 3563830 h 472690 h 1815558  
i 1903902 i 1098367 i 1858967 i 1740743 i 635807 i 1725147 i 3587218  
j 3692531 j 1363317 j 2357699 j 1901470 j 1907717 j 3535220 j 385876  
k 907196 k 1361672 k 507540 k 4091619 k 5789190 k 605461 k 1921286  
l 2035876 l 386014 l 956570 l 907515 l 1856201 l 906698 l 742413  
m 1099647 m 2050813 m 1101615 m 2043485 m 1900390 m 878795 m 2093095  
n 392449 n 1730800 n 3563831 n 1306359 n 774921 n 1098310 n 635639  
o 635685 o 1680024 o 1239004 o 471281 o 508152 o 878137 o 605631 

 
 
Table S 5. Reaxys IDs of molecule sets 210 to 300 

Set 210 RX-ID 225 RX-ID 240 RX-ID 255 RX-ID 270 RX-ID 285 RX-ID 300 RX-ID 
 

a 773645 a 1110443 a 1448841 a 2044321 a 1721898 a 507600 a 385735  
b 2212664 b 3587193 b 1754069 b 91034 b 1876374 b 1730716 b 773837  
c 507004 c 742134 c 2204907 c 1909591 c 4660199 c 1817321 c 509985  
d 4720968 d 1446140 d 1874672 d 1905952 d 3599431 d 1912183 d 25122  
e 14282231 e 506917 e 969212 e 635743 e 4976010 e 3903637 e 3547996  
f 471308 f 2208131 f 2554695 f 1909333 f 516726 f 3595638 f 1303312  
g 906744 g 3587194 g 1741921 g 1634058 g 1209320 g 506719 g 1098280  
h 879360 h 1098262 h 2215244 h 108425 h 1209788 h 984320 h 1718793  
i 1730743 i 471352 i 8496933 i 471797 i 1958305 i 2040548 i 605307  
j 3568367 j 1281877 j 3595639 j 1912744 j 1878026 j 774890 j 1100868  
k 3587158 k 4933679 k 1730942 k 2209486 k 1871997 k 969480 k 1098242  
l 1342734 l 506523 l 505999 l 103233 l 1209327 l 3595636 l 506796 
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m 742765 m 1879369 m 1911156 m 3587159 m 471391 m 4933678 m 1699658  
n 1562059 n 1340498 n 969215 n 471556 n 3903066 n 393006 n 741937  
o 1721899 o 1911158 o 1702242 o 2050577 o 1696839 o 1730718 o 1718756 

 
 
 
 
Table S 6. Reaxys IDs of molecule sets 315 to 405 

Set 315 RX-ID 330 RX-ID 345 RX-ID 360 RX-ID 375 RX-ID 390 RX-ID 405 RX-ID 
 

a 3595449 a 906737 a 605330 a 3196868 a 4134730 a 506071 a 1072876  
b 1821801 b 605398 b 1107841 b 1730731 b 608199 b 118515 b 636458  
c 605396 c 3587310 c 605762 c 1072101 c 1908121 c 2045132 c 1742050  
d 1868204 d 1911512 d 13149477 d 505945 d 1209228 d 2262644 d 1306914  
e 973593 e 2054709 e 643345 e 969454 e 956566 e 506844 e 3535004  
f 3196867 f 1697939 f 506104 f 606718 f 81568 f 3118345 f 4713419  
g 1857412 g 471388 g 773697 g 1564310 g 1908117 g 969129 g 1099242  
h 1280347 h 1914067 h 782937 h 608018 h 1733451 h 1908172 h 605441  
i 1098229 i 970972 i 2047179 i 506502 i 3732513 i 84272 i 1780973  
j 3535140 j 1460837 j 1704568 j 639794 j 635821 j 742609 j 81567  
k 605365 k 605308 k 471389 k 1281604 k 635680 k 1767780 k 742035  
l 2699534 l 1905149 l 390030 l 1723541 l 3535002 l 506211 l 1236661  
m 385941 m 1736662 m 4921393 m 1932887 m 605842 m 606468 m 1447765  
n 1718733 n 1449572 n 742513 n 743112 n 1697025 n 471493 n 774355  
o 2207336 o 2207355 o 1718732 o 1900717 o 1246142 o 1209227 o 1854721 
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Table S 7. Reaxys IDs of molecule sets 420 to 510 

Set 420 RX-ID 435 RX-ID 450 RX-ID 465 RX-ID 480 RX-ID 495 RX-ID 510 RX-ID 
 

a 2054084 a 741851 a 506893 a 1107185 a 605438 a 1905429 a 741982  
b 385858 b 773967 b 907511 b 1900508 b 2208085 b 386468 b 635724  
c 514910 c 1911081 c 423400 c 507924 c 608585 c 782650 c 386123  
d 1306723 d 610776 d 8176529 d 1280477 d 2093062 d 1098464 d 635770  
e 1815927 e 5789338 e 606215 e 605258 e 1073987 e 605970 e 1754008  
f 14770794 f 605268 f 506008 f 606081 f 789077 f 9125638 f 1636531  
g 108582 g 741856 g 1707443 g 2047018 g 606474 g 103853 g 1209322  
h 1753975 h 2258952 h 1735581 h 636270 h 1099062 h 1904445 h 105755  
i 1421310 i 605257 i 2037554 i 506892 i 2042392 i 4191822 i 110889  
j 741880 j 508755 j 2236517 j 741857 j 3593646 j 1906923 j 4933243  
k 774955 k 3556712 k 11341079 k 605269 k 506007 k 385737 k 3587155  
l 3121203 l 1940871 l 1905622 l 5859534 l 1566346 l 1915950 l 1759170  
m 3548893 m 878307 m 1901871 m 13195391 m 956776 m 774605 m 1098295  
n 1209425 n 969135 n 385686 n 605632 n 471223 n 774261 n 1913036  
o 1719943 o 606080 o 2045713 o 1754521 o 969158 o 1720586 o 970950 

 
 
Table S 8. Reaxys IDs of molecule sets 525 to 555 

Set 525 RX-ID 540 RX-ID 555 RX-ID 
 

a 607489 a 1209341 a 1102980  
b 3587190 b 1209725 b 636131  
c 1901563 c 608838 c 3587162  
d 2059239 d 1913256 d 1731490  
e 1907452 e 1900225 e 635782  
f 1854613 f 17008030 f 3587154 
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g 746197 g 906770 g 1905732  
h 4267587 h 1909753 h 1209324  
i 1865361 i 4933628 i 239186  
j 908644 j 385791 j 2044384  
k 510011 k 1098293 k 102549  
l 741984 l 1967145 l 2218156  
m 471359 m 3587191 m   
n 974767 n 969616 n   
o 1751370 o 1696894 o  

 


